
Management Report 10/26/20       

From: Mike Roberts 

Communication:  If you want to know what is going on.......  

I take the opportunity at every Board Meeting to inform the Board and the Community so be patient with me today as I 
report on what we are working on. Also once per month, all Residents are invited to Coffee with the GM when I spend as 
much time as needed to discuss anything on your mind. You can call in if you don't want to attend in person. Please help 
spread the word to your neighbors that this Management Report and all meeting minutes are on the CCC website. It is 
the responsibility of the Residents to seek and read the information that is made available each month. 

Financial recap to date of our 2 revenue generating amenities....Golf & Restaurant... 

Golf: Due to the continued improvement of Greens Fee Revenue, through the first 9 months of this year, the subsidy 
required to operate the golf course compared to 2 years ago in 2018 at the same time, has improved by about $29.60 
per month per RO Shareholder. (2018= $80.69, 2019= $62.95, 2020=$51.07)   

Restaurant: In reviewing our financials for September, it was interesting to note that we had our best financial month in 
the past 30 months in the Restaurant. This was also the first full month our new Operator was open. This further 
substantiates the fact that we are much better off financially in the role of a Landlord than we are as an Operator.  

Also as announced yesterday, our Board President has been able to arrange some discounts for ALL Residents in the 
lounge on certain items. Stop by the Admin. Office beginning tomorrow to pick up your new discount cards. When you 
get your card, you will also receive a copy of all the details. 

We are being told that our Operator has purchased a pizza oven and is coming soon. There is a possibility deliveries will 
be made in the park also so stay tuned for that.   

They say "patience is a virtue" so keep that in mind the objective is to improve our financials with the Restaurant and 
balance that with having an amenity residents enjoy.   

Resident property violations. For those properties where Residents can't or won't maintain the exterior of their 
properties, I've been able to get several of the worse properties cleaned up by using CCC funds to hire the work to be 
done after all the proper legal notifications were made with no response from the Owners. So far, we have either been 
reimbursed or the Owner paid the Contractor for the work I have directed. It's really unfortunate that we have just 
scratched the surface of this problem. Some changes are going to be necessary to devote the time required to properly 
tackle the problem. I'm sure you have heard the saying ..."you can't keep doing the same thing over and over and expect 
a different result." It requires change. That leads me to the next topic....       

Staff Reorganization:  I've made a decision to reorganize some of the duties of not only myself but also 2 of our key 
Managers: Don VanArsdale and Joe Miller.   

Joey is being promoted and will be reporting directly to me. The 3 of us will begin meeting weekly and as a team we will 
figure out how to accomplish more throughout the park with the goal of not adding any additional staff or costs.  One 
of the first changes we will make is that Don will begin spending up to 1/3 of his time working on cleaning up violations 
of our deed restrictions.  

 

 



Lawn Crew Winter to do list: As the cooler weather settles in and the lawns don’t need as much attention, we are 
building a long list of projects for the lawn crew staff to do this winter like power washing, cleaning, painting, equipment 
maintenance and special projects. Keep in mind we only have 2 workers dedicated to maintenance so we plan to catch 
up with the benefit of extra labor during of the lawn crew during the winter.   

Projects 

Golf Cart Highway: All of the prep work is done and we are told the paving crew will be here within the next week to 
mill and put down new pavement. Thanks to the volunteers who helped out. 

Concrete Renovation behind clubhouse: There is a lot of broken and damaged concrete behind the clubhouse.  The 
Board will be discussing this today and hopeful that we can repair the entire surface that work at some point as part of a 
revised renovation project that is on today’s agenda.  

Clubhouse ceiling water damage: We have some damaged ceiling tiles that need replaced in the Dining Room that need 
replaced. The problem is the old air deflectors in the ceiling that are not insulated. We plan to do any necessary work 
with in-house labor at a cost of $493.    

Lighting on Robin Road near Chitty Chatty Bridge: We were told by Duke Power that the additional lighting should be 
installed in the next week.  

Magnolia Mail Building Roof: The roof is in need of replacement and we are in the process of getting 3 bids to bring to 
the Board next month when this item will be discussed in more detail 

Handicap stall sink/ Men's locker room: We are looking into getting a sink installed into the oversized stall as requested 
at the last workshop meeting.  

Tennis Court Drainage Issues/Cost: At last month’s meeting, the Board passed a motion to spend up to $14,000 to 
address drainage issues on the tennis courts as per the recommendation of the tennis committee headed by Randy 
Stegemerten. We think there is a much cheaper solution by either installing drains into the surface of the courts around 
the edges or installation of a french drain system just outside the fence. Either way we think we could do this work in 
house this winter and save around $10,000. I will report back on this when we get into the project.  

Swales / Culvert project: Through September’s reserve financials, we have spent $25,175 to clean out the swales and 
culverts on Big Oak, Seminole, and Magnolia. Our Contractor will continue working later this week to finish up Magnolia 
Ln. We will then be moving back to Big Oak @ Rabbit and will finish up Big Oak Lane.      

Billiards Room: New procedures for access have been implemented so if you play pool, take a look at the details in the 
Echo coming out later this week or next. We also have provided paint for the club members to paint the walls. Carpet 
and other repairs are also needed so we plan to move forward with those soon. A new roof for this building is also being 
planned for 2021 and of course that is a planned reserve item.   

Golf Course Pump Station Well Damage: For the second year in a row, we have had a major breakdown at our #3 well, 
our main pump station on the golf course. This is located at the #11 tee. The well was inspected and scoped with a video 
camera Friday and it was determined the casing has a hole in the side at 179 ft which has allowed sand particles in. This 
has trashed the shaft and pump at the bottom of the well. I hope to have repair cost estimates soon but it will no doubt 
cost 10's of thousands of dollars. I have many questions to ask of the experts which will happen this week. In the 
meantime, about all we can do for now is use our small, #5 well to keep the greens alive. Last week I ordered a backup 
pump as a precaution to protect us from the potential of a total loss of water like we experienced last year in late 
summer. We began checking into options other than dumping more money into a very old and outdated pump station. 



The ultimate solution as recommended by our golf course professionals would be to build a new pump station near the 
#17 lake and pump out of the lake and use the aquifer to replenish the lake water. This system would also have a backup 
system as part of the design. I had discussions last week with officials from Southwest Florida Water Management about 
the possibility of seeking a permit for that idea. They were very helpful and said it is a very viable option. They 
committed to provide an Environmental Scientist at no cost to us to evaluate our situation. This would be a costly 
upgrade. We have 1 estimate at $280,000. There are surely less expensive options, all of which will be brought to the 
Board ASAP when more facts are available. Because of the approval process at both SWFWMD and CCC, the minimum 
timeframe from now for completion if we were to move forward with a pump station at the #17 lake, would be about 6 
months so we need both a short and long term solution.  

Keep in mind that we are in a risky situation with our current setup. If we were to have another failure in the middle of a 
hot summer drought, we could lose some or all of our greens. The cost to replace all of the greens are roughly $300,000. 
This situation is my number 1 priority now and I have no option but to spend the necessary time on it which means 
other priorities will have to wait. Stay tuned as we discuss the options this week with the professionals.  

Golf Fairways and Greens mowing HOC / Reduced mowing frequency: Until we have a water solution, the fairways are 
not being cut as frequently and the height of cut on both the greens and fairways have been increased.  It is not ideal 
and this will no doubt affect our golf course conditions and revenue the longer it takes to correct the problem.     

Golf Course Fairway & Tees Over seed is still planned but delayed since it can't be put down until we have water. I am 
told that it can be put down as late as December if necessary. The pre-emergent prep has already been done and the 
seed has been delivered so there would be very little cost savings to cancel the application at this point.  

Concerns of weeds in and around greens:  Application of herbicide will be applied tomorrow.  

Electrical Panel upgraded - Admin. Office: This past Friday, both Electrical panels were replaced due to safety concerns. 
Both panels are now up to code and the cost was $1600.   

Pool:  We have some new staff working at the pool due to the retirement of John Kelly (Anthony & Robert).  Both 
have recently passed their certification class and the pool operation is now being supervised by Joe Miller who also 
passed his pool certification class several weeks ago.   

Community Spirit Days: We will have outside entertainment, 2 food and ice cream trucks onsite here at Continental for 
3 months during the winter. This will be happening every Saturday beginning Nov. 7 from 1-7 pm at the Veterans 
Memorial near the Admin. Office. Look for details about the entertainment in the next Echo publication.  I also want to 
send a shout out to the Resident Volunteers who are helping put this together. 

Reminder Coffee with the GM:  The next one is a week from this Friday, November 6 at 8 AM in the Magnolia Room. If 
you want to attend but feel more comfortable calling in by phone, I can arrange that but please e-mail me at least a 
couple of days prior so I can get you the information to call in.  

  

 

 

  

 


